The __ by Stephenie Meyer was aimed at a more adult audience
_S: Small-Town Library Cat Who Touched the World by Vicki Myron
Jodi Picoult's latest novel, Change of __ deals with the death penalty
The __ One is Nicholas Sparks' fourteenth book
The Story of Edgar Sawtelle was her 62nd book club pick
William P. Young's Christian fiction bestseller The __
Danielle Steel's A Good __ suffers many trials in her pre-WWI life
Suze Orman's 2009 __ Plan was released December 30, 2008
The Bro Code is spinoff book from the T.V. show "How I Met Your __"
James Patterson's latest Alex Cross thriller: Cross __
Hot, Flat and __ is Thomas Friedman's call for a green revolution
Author of The Last __, Randy Pausch died July 25, 2008
__ King's Duma Key started as a short story in Tin House magazine
A favorite Christmas present: The Christmas __ by Glenn Beck
__ Dawn is Stephanie Meyer's fourth installment of her vampire series
Arctic Drift is the latest Clive Cussler to feature __ __
__ Fourteen was Janet Evanovich's latest Stephanie Plum novel
Why We Suck: A __ __ Guide to Staying Fat, Loud, Lazy and Stupid
The Tipping Point author Malcolm __'s latest release was Outliers
Tales of Beedle the Bard was a gift from Dumbledore to __
Bill O'Reilly's bestselling memoir A Bold Fresh Piece of __
The Guernsey __ and Potato Peel Society by Mary Ann Shaffer
__ Blessings is by Jon and Kate Plus 8 on TLC
The __ graphic novels became very popular prior to the movie
Rozien and Oz's latest book - You: Being __
The Love Dare was featured in the Kirk Cameron movie __
Brisingr is the third book in Christopher Paolini's __ Cycle
David Zinczenko wrote Eat This Not That! for Kids, and __ Survival
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